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Act 1: Meet Your Character

Act 2 : Embark on the Journey
34th street mission

What to do next?

Check business owner run after juveniles Call it in, stay 
inside the car

Act 3 : Above ground

Act 2: Embark on a journey 
42nd street mission

Select your 
investigation mission

How will you save Brittany?

Find secret 
tunnel in M&M

Throw M&M's at
 the creatures 

Hotwire the car in the store 
of Hershey park

Return to base
Lost the juveniles 

mission failed
return to base 

Recieve vital info
There is a split path 

Which direction to go?
left or right?

The creatures consume 
the M&M's and get a boost

and are engraged. The player 
and Sabel run.

 

The car Starts then cuts off 
immediatley

Assigned an escort 
Mission

The info leads to a 
new case. Report to the 

police chief

Assigned a street crime
mission

Go left: leads to a 
dead end

Go right:  leads to 
Brittany who got lost 

Meet up with 
Brittany 

You find a peach tree, 
What should you do?

 On the way to the 
Bronx Botanical a wild mutated

Honey badger appears.
What will you do?

Brittany Smells something Strange:
and wants to investigate. 

What do you do? 

Bring it up to the main character 
and Sabel

Disregard and leave it alone

Pick a peach from the 
Tree and Eat it

Walk past the trees

get back to the vehicle

Pathway to the greenhouse 
is found. This leads to home. 

Best Ending

Run Away from the badger
Aim your gun and shoot at the badger

Bad Ending

You have managed to escape.
Brittany gets cut by a poisonous 

rose while running away

You lure the badger into a 
pool of acid and the badger falls 

for it but makes its final attack. Brittany
jumps in to save you but gets attacked

Brittany Dies :(


